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2021 YEAR IN REVIEW

Looking back on 2021, we can see that despite the many challenges YWAM Mercy
faced, we still were able to make a difference in people’s lives. The desire to create
sustainable change by creating opportunities for those most in need was the impetus
to be creative when access was difficult because of COVID-19 lockdowns.
Through most of the year, we met our partners and staff online. When project
locations were inaccessible, our staff was able to monitor and even advise and consult
over the telephone and through video chats. When we were able to access locations,
we concentrated on covering the necessary training in a more decentralized way.
Sustainable poverty alleviation is often a progression of many steps. Initially we start
with projects such as cow banks and microcredit. These services are provided with lots
of training, as mindset change is the greatest factor in sustainable development.
Once families experience success with these activities we try and challenge them to
approach their income generating activities with more of a business mindset.
However, we see the need not just to stop there, but to help farmers think in innovative
ways, using more innovative models to highlight what can be done. This will allow
them to build on their successes and be competitive as Vietnam continues to develop.
This year was a chance to move forward with plans to localize our work. Sustainability
is a value that YWAM Mercy applies to all our projects, so why not apply it to our
organizational structure as well. Our current registration in Vietnam is that of an
International Non-Governmental Organization (INGO), which has many limitations
and restrictions. I have been pondering this matter for many years and wondering
how we can be more localized. I put this question to my staff, who also share my
passion for Community Development, and several of them took up the challenge. They
registered a local social business (there is no legal framework for a local NGO). Smart
Solutions for Community Development (SSCD) is now a key implementing partner with
YWAM Mercy and I am handing over more and more responsibility to them.

2021

SSCD now have the ability to engage with new communities for community
development and were able to carry out a needs assessment in a new province, Thai
Binh. They carry YWAM Mercy’s vision to empower communities to address poverty
through sustainable community-based development projects.

With appreciation,
Roslyn P. Jackson
Director
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FAMILIES AND CHILDREN

We recognize the value and role of families as the basic
foundation of a society, therefore, Community Development
must start with them. YWAM Mercy Vietnam prioritizes
strengthening families and educating children by working
alongside communities and focusing on helping improve the
family environment for the most vulnerable children. We want
to help children grow, develop and have an access to
education, so that they can reach their full potential.
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Community-based Children’s Homes
During the past 24 years, YWAM Mercy Vietnam has offered alternative places for children to
live whose homes have become unsafe. We provide for their basic physical, social-emotional
and educational needs by partnering with their communities in Ba Vi District. These children
may be orphans or have a remaining parent who is unable to care for them due to sickness,
mental illness or other circumstances. We help the children in these three community-based
children’s homes to continue their connections with their communities and extended families.
They attend local schools while living in a family-type environment where they have the same
opportunities as other children to grow and develop in a typical way.
This is the second year we have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. The staff have been
consistent in implementing the Government’s 5k program for prevention which includes:
distancing, masks, hand washing, health declarations and no gatherings. In-line with this, all
staff and children over 18 received their vaccinations. The children have been most affected in
the area of education. Lockdowns for most of the year meant continued online learning. We
purchased, and were given, some more internet-capable devices, giving the children access to
their classes. The children share these devices and older children help the younger ones with
their studies.
In the children’s communities, there were many unskilled workers who lost their jobs. As a result,
they returned to their home villages when travel was permitted. This resulted in an upturn in
local infections.
African swine fever has also appeared in this district and caused significant economic losses to
the people here. This has resulted in sharp increases in food prices which directly affects the
Children’s Homes.

2021

Social distancing ended briefly in September 2021, which enabled us to meet with commune
and district leaders to sign an extension agreement for the Homes. We are still waiting for this
to be ratified by the city authorities.
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Local Partnerships
A local dairy company (International Dairy Products JSC)
donated 576 boxes of milk for the children in November and
BAFS together with Thinking Playgrounds designed and donated
outdoor play equipment the Phu Chau home. Unfortunately,
because of a new COVID outbreak, the opening ceremony had
to be cancelled, but this playground proved to be a great
blessing during periods of lockdown where the children were
able to play freely in the yard of the Home.

Health
The children continue to be in good health. They received
regular health checks and were dewormed twice yearly. Eleven
older children and all the home staff received their COVID
vaccinations through the government program. Sports
equipment is used daily by the children in the Home with
badminton, football and volleyball being the firm favourites
among the children.

Family Meetings
Because of our desire to help children remain connected to their
extended family, we had to be more creative this year in
arranging family meetings. When there was a lull in the
pandemic, we took the opportunity to meet with families but in
smaller numbers. This helps to involve the extended family in the
life of the child and the decisions that are made regarding the
children’s future.

Celebrations
The pandemic meant we were not able to arrange sponsors
visits or even a summer holiday for the children this year. Once
more, celebrations were kept low-key and local due to the
pandemic but we were able to bless each child with a shoebox
Christmas present donated by members of the Hanoi
International Fellowship and Hanoi International Church. This
brought a lot of joy and wide-eyed wonder to the children,
especially those newly admitted to the Home.

Study Results

2021

Even though the children faced many challenges in their studies
they have continued to get consistent results. This year 37%
achieved excellent or above-average results with 63% receiving
average results. There are no children falling behind in their
studies. We are happy to report that the eleven children who
graduated from university or skills training this year, all have
jobs with stable incomes and are now living independently.
Currently 17 children attend primary school, 18 lower-secondary
school, 6 are in upper-secondary school and 13 are in
universities/ colleges/ vocational schools.
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54
children under
our care

13
children in higher
education

11
children graduated
from the Homes
this year and now
have a stable job

2021

15
New children came
into the homes
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I BELIEVE ICAN
I BELIEVE I CAN
Kim Dung – 19 years old
Without the Children's Home, I wouldn't
be so confident. I am just one of the
hundreds of children with difficult
circumstances who have been raised at
the community-based Children's Homes
sponsored by YWAM Mercy in the Ba Vi
District. My first impression of the
Children's Home was a large and crowded
house. There were some strangers, but
also some people I knew (schoolmates,
neighbours). In the 11 years I lived at
Children's Home, what I received the most
was love, care, and protection. At the end
of the 8th grade, I contracted meningitis
even though I had been vaccinated.

2021

I was unconscious in the hospital for 2 months.
There was a time when the doctors thought they
could not save my life, but the Home staff and
YWAM Mercy were still by my side and took care
of me. Thanks to that, I recovered and went back
to school. Many people have told me that my
recovery was a miracle. Although I could not be
an excellent student as in previous years, they
always encouraged me and helped me so that I
could complete my high school program. I
decided to study cooking at Hoa Sua Vocational
School. I have learned many European-Asian
dishes that are up to restaurant standards, and I
have found that previous housework activities at
Children's Home have helped me develop good
habits and skills when preparing ingredients for
each dish. The teacher praised me for that many
times. Two semesters passed then, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the school closed. We had
to pause face-to-face learning. A Board of
Management member helped me have the
opportunity to practice as a kitchen assistant at
a restaurant in the commune until the school reopened. The Children's Home not only gave me a
family and the opportunity to grow up, but also
gave me hope for a good future.
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2021

EDUCATION
ASSISTANCE

Education can be a tool to help families climb out of poverty and
is a basic right for every child. But some families struggle just to
provide food for their children and so the increasing cost of
education in Vietnam can mean a child dropping out of school
early. We partner with local communities to identify those at-risk
of dropping out and, with the help of our donors, we are able to
support these children with their education supplies. This
includes school bags, books, stationary and uniforms.
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2021 we provided education assistance to 432 children in
five communities in Ba Vi and Luc Nam. This support
included pens, notebooks, pencils and pencil cases,
workbooks, geometry kits, rulers, school bags, uniforms,
shoes and in some cases bicycles and school fees.
The process
Village (hamlet-level) leaders and local schools compiled
a list of children in poverty. Together we identified the
conditions that cause educational hardship for families
and weighted these criteria. We used this criteria to
identify the children with the greatest need in a fair and
transparent way. We then went house-to-house to verify
the specific situation of each child. We evaluated the
results of this survey to know what the children already
have and what they still need in terms of school supplies.
Local leaders then purchased and prepared the school
supplies for each child. These gifts were given to the
children at a celebratory ceremony in each village on a
mutually agreeable day.

COVID-19 Effects
Our efforts this year were once again delayed several
times by COVID-19 but were able to be completed in
September. Our local partners visited families in
groups of only 3 and used masks and hand
washing/sanitizer per government guidelines. Like in
2020, we were not able to organize the parent’s
shopping day to involve them in choosing supplies for
their own children. We will reimplement this
successful program element next year, if possible.
Partnership Contribution and Multiplication

2021

Besides the 432 children YWAM Mercy assisted, we
learnt that business people SBS had trained provided
supplies to an additional 245 children in Hoai Duc
district as a way to give back to their community. SBS
(Smart Business Solutions) is the business consulting
company spun off from YWAM Mercy Vietnam. SSCD
(Smart Solutions for Community Development), which
is a social business that has also spun off from YWAM
Mercy, supported several students from the first fruits
of their income in this, their first year of operation. The
local Women’s Union also contributed to the effort.
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Your Support Gives Hao Hope

2021

Hao (8), and his mother, live with his grandparents. In
addition to farming a small plot of land in Luc Nam, Hao’s
mother also works at a wood factory in their village. She
has a goiter. Her health is not good, and she is often sick,
yet she’s the only one in the family bringing in an income
to cover their living expenses and her own medical
expenses. The family doesn’t have a lot but they have each
other and high hopes for the future. Hao studies hard and
does well in school. He wants to become a doctor so he
can treat his mother’s illness. Thanks to our generous
donors, Hao was able to start school this year will all the
required supplies and be one step closer to his dream.
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2021

An: Heart to
Help Mom,
Now and in
the Future

An (7) lives with her mother in a small house in
Luc Nam. Her father died from liver cancer
when An was only 9 months old. They cultivate
rice on a tiny plot of land, but in order to have
enough money to live on, her mother also
works as a housekeeper. While her mother
goes to work, An has to stay home alone. She
has needed to become independent at a
young age, doing all the housework by herself.
Their life is very hard. An loves going to school
and dreams of studying well so that she can
help her mother more in the future. You, our
generous donors, have made it possible for An
to return to school for another year with all the
books and supplies she needs.
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Humanitarian
Assistance

2021

Our partnership with the communities where we are
working enables us to help families and children who
are in great need to receive adequate assistance.
According to these families, there is an improvement
in the quality of their everyday life with the little
extra support that they receive.
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With the difficulties of COVID-19 we were not able to assess new calls for help
but the assistance of our local partners made it possible to continue
supplying families with continence care for their children and to provide
additional medicines as needed.

432
children received
Education Assistance
through YWAM Mercy

245
Children received
Education Assistance
through SBS

6
children received
bicycles

2021

4
children helped
through
Humanitarian
Assistance
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Huong's story – computer training

When Huong was 12, we visited her family to assess
whether anyone needed Education Assistance and
discovered she wasn't attending school because of
her disability. YWAM Mercy helped her enter school
and graduate from High School. Now, at the age of 24,
Huong is on her way to being an independent adult. In
early 2021, we helped Huong enroll in a vocational
training center for people with disabilities in Hanoi
where she is attending an Information Technology
course.
Now that Huong has chosen a career path, YWAM
Mercy supported her to complete her IT vocational
training. We helped get her a computer so she could
practice her skills. To do this we worked with her family
to determine what they could contribute and YWAM
Mercy provided the rest. Now she has a computer
powerful enough for graphic design as well as a desk
and a chair where she can study comfortably in her
shared room in Hanoi. Huong studied well and passed
both her first and second graphic design skills tests at
the interior design company. This has earned her an
internship developing room layouts supporting the
company's design staff.

2021

She enjoys her job and also the many activities she
participates in with friends. She's no longer a shy girl
who stays at home. Now she has a bright future and a
purposeful life full of loving friends and meaningful
work.
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Early Childhood Development

2021

Research has shown a strong connection a healthy
nurturing loving environment and children under six
year old reaching their development milestones YWAM
Mercy prioritizes improving preschool education and
equips families with knowledge to better care for their
young children.
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This was the final year for the ECD component in Bao Son. And even though the pandemic
made organising training difficult, we were able to train 55 teachers on how to make toys using
local materials. This was followed with a toy-making contest that was open to both parents
and teachers.
Additional training was given on creating a child-centred educational environment and on
good nutrition for children under 6 years-old. These two topics were followed up with a nutrition
contest and awareness raising campaign organised by the Bao Son preschool which reached
over 200 parents and teachers.
A new preschool was built in Bao Son with funding raised locally and YWAM Mercy’s support of
additional equipment and toys for this new satellite school.

1
school supported
with toys and
equipment

55
teachers trained in
toy making using
local materials

200
2021

parents and teachers
trained in nutrition
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Child-Friendly Libraries

YWAM Mercy works with schools to develop child-friendly libraries and to train parents to
promote reading at home. Reading provides children a good foundation for life-long
learning so it's important to nurture their reading skills and love of reading for their future
success.

We were able to complete two more child-friendly libraries in Bao Son and a reading
campaign was organised at the beginning of 2021. In order to comply with the covid
gathering restrictions, we organised training in four different schools on how to run a
reading festival. These schools then organised separate festivals in their locations setting
up livestreaming between each location. These festivals encourage reading. There were
competitions for summarising stories, decorating reading corners for each classroom and
retelling the stories through pictures and artwork.

2021

The Secondary School library also organised a painting contest for their students, giving
the students a chance to illustrate the books they were reading.
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2
Child-friendly
libraries
established

5
Reading festivals

1384
Primary students
benefiting

811

2021

Parents and
teachers involved
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Community Resources and Training

2021

Leadership training is integral to ongoing and sustainable
development in communities where we work. The process
of leadership training not only helps increase leaders’
capacity and effectiveness in their mandated tasks but
also helps to build stronger connections between various
departments and community groups, creating a greater
effectiveness for each project we do in that community.
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2021

120 Leaders trained
In the beginning of 2021, many of our leadership training plans were
delayed, however, we were still able to mentor leaders remotely through
telephone and computer conferencing calls.
As things opened up, we were able to train Van Con Leaders focusing on
self-leadership. This included five key competencies: professional, attitude,
social, systematic, and management competency. We also gave an
introduction to understanding individual personality profiles (DISC) and
how leadership personalities apply to effective income generation. There
was also training given on having a purposeful life.
As this was the last year of the phase three Bao Son project, we were able
to train leaders on the importance of evaluating projects and how to use
evaluation tools and techniques.
Leadership training in Thai Binh focused on assessment skills and how to
effectively build and manage a project.
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Economic
Empowerment

2021

Opportunity Teams bring community members
together to support one another in rising out of
poverty. They are given access to cowbanks, microcredit, training and other income generating
opportunities, which selected by local stakeholders
in partnership with YWAM Mercy, based on
assessments of actual needs.
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Cowbank

2021

Raising cows builds wealth for families, helping them rise out of poverty. They also
provide power for ploughing and reproduce yearly, creating a regular sustainable
income stream. YWAM Mercy gathers interested families into Opportunity Teams
which provide each other with support and accountability as well as a forum for
training to ensure a successful animal-raising experience. As households become
more confident, they help others in their community to replicate their success. The
cowbank receives back the first born calf which is then given to another family.
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Lumpy Skin Disease continued to affect the cowbank in the beginning of the
year. A total of five project cows were affected with two of the cows dying
because of the effects of the disease. A further two cows needed to be sold
because once they had recovered, they still were not reproducing. A male calf
was also sold to be replaced by a female calf. A total of five cows needed to be
replaced. This has slowed the progression of the cowbank considerably,
however, during the year we were able to transfer two calves to another two
families. Now there are 27 cows in project phases 2 and 3 combined. The
number of cows is gradually increasing.
Some families who benefited from the early phases of cowbanks in Bao Son and
other locations have moved away from breeding cows to raising cows for beef.
(When they do this the number of cows fluctuates). These farmers that have
escaped poverty with the help of the cowbank are now are skilled enough and
have the confidence to diversify their income generation to crops and other
livestock, making decisions based on what gives the greatest returns.
YWAM Mercy’s initial investment has been returned from phase one of the Bao
Son cowbank and will be reinvested in another location.

2021

YWAM Mercy’s partner, SSCD, has expanded to include Thai Binh as a new
project site. Before beginning, they conducted a needs assessment and
discovered a cowbank was a suitable beginning strategy for families in poverty
there. This project will start in 2022.
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Mr Vuong's Cow story
They say good things come in small packages
and that was certainly the case with Mr. Vuong’s
cow.
Mr. Vuong and his wife, one of the families in
poverty in their village, joined a YWAM Mercy
Opportunity Team in 2019 hoping for the chance
to raise a cow to increase their income. Mr.
Vuong’s family took very good care of their cow.
Every day his wife rose early to cut grass to feed it.
Eventually this calf grew into a cow and produced
a very healthy male calf which was sold for 26
million VND (US$1,200). This money was returned
to the Opportunity Team as repayment of the
“loan” of the original calf so a replacement female
cow could be purchased and given to another
family in poverty (income of less than US$2 a day).
In the second year, 2021, the cow gave birth to a
second male calf which sold for 27.7 million VND
(US$1,300). This money represents significant
income for the family and is a record for the cowbank. The high price in part was due to the upturn
in the market but also speaks of the quality of
care that Mr. Vuong’s family gave the cow and the
calf. It was in premium condition and therefore
sold at the highest market price.
The cow is now pregnant with her third calf due in
April 2022.

2021

The resulting increase in income for the family is
amazing, They previously relied on a small income
from cultivating their fields and the few chickens
and ducks they were able to raise and sell. This is
one of many success stories in our cow-bank
project.

"We were the last family in our village
to receive a cow from the Opportunity
Team. At that time our cow was very
small, maybe the smallest in the group
and the price paid for it was only 12
million VND (US$570). We tried to take
good care of it so she would grow
well."- Mr. Vuong
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2
Cows
transferred to
new households

27
Cowbank

2021

THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS

AMMI, CALEB No 2 TRUST, The late Madam, Snijders - Hummelink,
other Churches, Companies and Individuals.
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Microcredit
Without assets to secure a loan, or capital to start a business or plant a crop, families often
feel stuck which makes them vulnerable to unscrupulous lenders. Through the Opportunity
Teams, families can submit a business plan and receive a small loan to get started. They
receive training and support to help their new venture to be successful and they also learn
valuable skills in money management and goal-setting along the way. YWAM Mercy staff
follow-up on the families to ensure that the funds are used as planned and give advice and
encouragement as well.
Fourteen new families received training on making business plans and were able to receive
follow-up advise from our staff. Opportunity Teams continued to operate and monitor the
use of micro-loans even during the pandemic and additional advice on business plans was
given over the phone.
During the year, the initial capital invested in Kham Lang was returned to YWAM Mercy.
Opportunity Teams continue to operate, using the interest that was raised during the
previous 12 years as their capital fund. During this process, several Opportunity Teams
combined to create more effective teams so the total number of Opportunity Teams was
reduced from 9 to 5. YWAM Mercy/SSCD staff continue to monitor the financial activities of
these teams.
We continue to have 100% repayment rates for micro-loans with a further 108 loans given in
Van Con through 8 Opportunity Teams. 54 loans were given in Kham Lang and 60 loans were
distributed in Bao Son. Most of the loans in Bao Son were used by farmers to invest in
pineapple plants. The average loan given is 20 million VND or ($870 USD).

100%
loan repayment rate

222
loans issued

19
Opportunity teams operating

2021

14
Households received training on
business plans
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Household and Agri-business Development
As Vietnam industrializes and develops, farmers need to understand how to thrive in
the new market-driven economy in order not to be left behind. YWAM Mercy provides
training in both cultivation and animal raising, as well as in skills needed to run a
successful household-sized agricultural business. At the same time, we help local
leaders understand marketing and business management, so they can create the
conditions needed for their communities to thrive.
In Van Con, during the pandemic, which
intensified in August and September, the
farmers were not able to sell their products
through the usual channels. The project Board
of Management (BOM) together with the local
Women’s Union, came up with an innovative
plan that helped many. They purchased local
fruit and vegetables, eggs, and rice at a
modest price from the farmers. They then
packaged them and distributed them to
people in five nearby industrialized villages who
had no other access to fresh fruit and
vegetables. Some of the neediest families
received these supplies for free. To do this,
individuals volunteered to collect products and
transport them and get the necessary
permissions to carry out the plan.

In Kham Lang, we are trying to help farmers
change their mindset so they will be more
oriented toward Agri-business. To this end, we
conducted a three-day training course on
that very topic. 79 people attended, including
some
already
established
agriculture
businesses as well as flower and asparagus
club members and other households who are
interested in establishing new business
models in their community. In Bao Son, we
were limited in our access to the community
due to the pandemic, so we didn't carry out
any additional training at this time.

2021

79
project farmers
trained
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INNOVATIVE BUSINESS MODELS

2021

Besides the flower club and the asparagus club which continue to
develop, another five young business households enrolled to
receive support from us. Unfortunately, because of the pandemic,
many households plans for diversification or expansion were put on
hold.
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Asparagus
The Asparagus club has also
expanded with 30 new members
joining the group. Throughout the
pandemic the price has remained
stable at $2.60 USD per kilo.

2021

Goat farming
We had one household register to
become a goat-raising business
model. They received training and
help to make a business plan.
They were already raising goats
but they desired to turn it into a
profitable business. We will work
further with them in 2022.

Flower Club
The flower club continues to expand with 20
new members joining this year. The area
designated for growing flowers has expanded
to two hectares. The price of flowers remained
stable throughout the pandemic. Through
project training, farmers have learned to
subdivide plant varieties, combining many
types together, and to stagger the harvest time
for the flowers to avoid flooding the market,
therefore creating more price stability.

Avocados
A family planted some avocado trees
three years ago to see if they would
grow well in the Bac Giang climate. Now
they have a desire to increase the scale
of this and so have applied to the
project to receive technical and
financial support so their model can be
expanded and replicated by others in
this district.
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Off-season Tomatoes
Eight of the initial households continue
to grow off-season grafted tomatoes
which requires more care and precision.
Two families did exceptionally well
reaping a profit of $1087-1,304 USD. The
remaining six families made a profit
between $435-$870 USD. We are
encouraged to see that even though all
these families needed to be proactive to
buy their own seedlings they still turned
a good profit.

2021

Cucumbers
Four farmers continued with the cucumber
model which provided them with a harvest
of $522-$652 USD.

Grafted Tomatoes
We continued to provide online support
when access was restricted to the 8
grafted tomato models. Each family was
able to harvest $435-$652 USD worth of
tomatoes which resulted in all the
farmers gaining a good income from
their harvest.

String Beans
Eight families who were growing string beans
continued to be supported by phone during
2021. Each family was able to have income
from their string bean crop of $435-$652 USD.
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Net house
Five families formed a small cooperative to create a net house. We worked with these
families to help them approach the district authorities to get additional support, as we
heard that there was funding available. Our role would be to provide technical
expertise. We arranged for visits to similar net houses so they could learn about which
crops would yield higher profits.
Initially there was a setback when lockdown occurred, as these farmers could not
access the place to buy high-quality seeds. They decided to grow short-term crops
such as melons and tomatoes. Then there was a large storm in the middle of the year,
which caused part of the net house to collapse. The households contacted the
government construction team for help. They came to assess the damage and confirm
they were eligible for assistance from the government to repair the damage. But at the
time planned for repair, there was another COVID-19 outbreak, so all the repair plans
were put on hold. Finally, toward the end of the year, the repairs started but were not
complete before another lockdown was enacted. The families in the meantime decided
to plant crysanthamums both inside and outside the net house to take advantage of
the increased demand for these flowers during the Tet Holiday. They hope to reestablish the net house in spring 2022.

2021

Bitter Melons
Only three families continue to grow bitter melons but they are getting good harvest
yields with a value of $652 USD.
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Mr.
Khiêm

Mr. Khiem thought of a creative way to turn the skill of catching and raising snails and crabs; which he learned in
childhood, into a lucrative business. Crabs and snails are a local delicacy and every 4 or 5 months a new harvest
can be collected. But he didn't have the means to begin. So when his wife attended family business training
conducted by YWAM Mercy she told him about “Opportunity Teams” where they could receive a loan with
reasonable terms right in their own village. He asked for our help in writing a production plan so they could apply
for the startup capital. Besides the training he received from YWAM Mercy/SSCD on business he also went online
to consult with others and to read instructional materials on the raising of crabs and snails, which supplemented
his previous experience.
After the Opportunity team reviewed and approved his business plan, he received a loan about US$865. Mr. Khiem
then took out a 30 year lease on a piece of land and rented the machines needed to dig out a pond suitable for
raising crabs and snails.

Crabs and
snails

2021

He and his wife reduce their costs by going to the market to pick up vegetables and fruits that can’t be sold to feed
the crab and snails. On the bank of the pond, he also planted vegetables and vines which help the crab and snails
to grow larger and healthier.
In the first year, Mr. Khiem focused on raising small crabs and snails so that he could provide his own “seed”
animals for his farm. This has proved lucrative as by the end of 2021 his second year he has expanded the land
area and his profit has almost tripled to 120 million VND (about US$5200).
He is willing to share experience as well as provide starter crabs or snails for neighbors if they want to follow. Mr.
Khiem is one of the few farmers in his area that dared to borrowed money to invest in developing a new agricultural
model at this uncertain time.
My family wishes to continue to borrow capital from the [YWAM Mercy] project to further develop our farm. The first
year I did not borrow much because I still had to wait for the grass to grow better so that the crabs could reproduce
better. But by this year, my model has proved ready for expansion
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2021

2021
08

households growing
off-season tomatoes

58

households in the
flower club

08

households growing
string beans

50

households in the
asparagus club

growing
04 households
cucumbers

08

households growing
grafted tomatoes

02

cooling rooms in
operation

03

households growing
bitter melon
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Environment
and Sanitation

2021

The natural environment is the ecosystem in which any
community grows and thrives, so it must be protected as
part of sustainable development. YWAM Mercy supports
communities in reducing the impact of increasing
population, intensive animal raising and inappropriate
horticultural practices by encouraging and teaching
efficient waste management practices and decreased
chemical use in the fields.
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2021

Environment
and Sanitation
Training

While this last year we didn't do
any formal training in chemical
reduction, we instead consulted
with individual farmers, helping
them correctly diagnose plant
disease as it occurred. Our
consultant then would advise
specific
treatment
plans.
Normally farmers are not clear
on the diseases they are
treating and so tend to overuse
harmful chemicals to treat
things that can be cured
through organic means.

Misuse and inappropriate use of
chemicals damages the natural
environment. Farmers often get
their information from the
distributers whose goal is to sell
more products. This malpractice
puts the farmers and community
at risk. YWAM Mercy is endorsing
organic farming methods as a
better way of farming so we
provide training on integrated
pest management to help and
encourage the farmers in that
direction.
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EFFECTIVE WASTE
MANAGEMENT

2021

An effective waste management system is integral to a healthy community and has been
identified as an important issue in the Government’s New Rural Village Program. For a system
to be effective it requires both “hardware”--collection locations and systems-- as well as the
”software”--people’s awareness and willingness to treat their household and farming waste in
a comprehensive way. YWAM Mercy is working with communities to help them raise
awareness and develop comprehensive plans for waste management.

Extensive training in waste management, sorting and collection was given to more
than 100 key people. These people then had the responsibility to retrain others. We
then partnered with one more community in Bao Son to build a garbage collection site
which was completed in the middle of the year. This is the third garbage collection site
in this commune.
We also helped the hamlet to organise a clean-up campaign at the end of 2021.
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Financial Summary
Caleb No 2 Trust and Other Donors
6%

COM
5%

Local contributions
1%

Children's Homes Sponssor
10%

AMMI
14%
Legacy gifts
64%

TOTAL INCOME : $579,175

Other support
Community assistance 2%
Development of new project 5%
6%

Integrated Rural Development
38%

Sustainable Community
Development
Project Project
Sustainable Community
Development
22%22%

Children Homes
27%

TOTAL EXPENDITURE: $179,263

2021

Financial Summary
Funds carried forward from 2020: $ 96,120 US
Income 2021: $ 579,497 US
Expenses 2021: $ 179,263 US

Exchange difference: 3,930
Current Balance: $500,284 US
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